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Investigative Leads 

Blind terrorism 

surfaces in U. S.A. 
by Ira Liebowitz 

Since June 22, the United States has been hit by a wave of 

"blind terorism" whose perpetrators law enforcement and 

leading psychologists have characterized as "crazed serial 
and mass-murder gunmen." 'ihere have been eight incidents 

similar to James Oliver Huberty's massacre of 22 Mexican

Americans at the MacDonald's restaurant in San Ysidro, 
California. While the press and the law enforcement com
munity continue to treat each of these incidents as an "isolat
ed" atrocity, EIR's counterintelligence newsletter, Investi

gative Leads, has unearthed their common source. 

The starting point of IL' s investigation was a review of 
the case of would-be presidential assassin John Warnock 
Hinckley, whose personal history revealed a psychiatric ap

paratus in the Denver and Evergreen, Colorado, area which 

led to a network of "shrinks" which is part of the British 

Tavistock Institute's long-term "psychological shocktroop" 
apparatus in the United States. The leading U.S. arm of 
Tavistock is the A. K. Rice Institute of Washington, D.C., 

with branch clinics throughout the United States. 

The next phase of the investigation traced out the "sur
vivalist" and religious cults based in California and involved 
in terrorist operations deployed by the Tavistock brainwashers. 

The Huberty incident was foreshadowed eight months 
ago when eight children in a playground in the Watts section 

of Los Angeles were murdered by Tyrone Mitchell, a self
described "Jonestown survivor" under psychiatric treatment 

by Dr. Christopher Hatcher. Hatcher works out of Dr. Robert 
Wallerstein's Langley-Porter Institute at the University of 
California in San Francisco. Hatcher is linked to forensic and 
brainwashing specialist Dr. Louis Jollyon West of UCLA, 
who was involved in the Symbionese Liberation Army. 

Hatcher says Mitchell and Huberty exemplify the new "lone 
survivalist" perpetrator of "hostage taking and serial killing. " 

The terror wave 
June 22, North Dallas, Texas. A Moroccan follows his 

girlfriend to a bar, shoots her, and kills six patrons. 
July 4, Arlington, Texas. A self-described potential "kill

er," Rodney Markham, threatens former mayoral candidate 
Dan Leach, a leader of the National Democratic Policy Com

mittee. Markham says he was "brainwashed at Mt. Vernon 
Hospital in Washington state." 
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July 17, San Ysidro, California. James Oliver Huberty 
commits the massacre after arriving from Tijuana, Mexico. 

He and his wife were under psychiatric treatment in Ohio, 
and in San Ysidro by Dr. Arlind Versteg. 

July 17, Livingston, Montana. Two self-described moun

tainmen, Dan and Don Nichols, kidnap and shoot Olympic 
competitor Keri Swenson and kill her co-worker Alan Gold

stein near the Forbes Ranch, a survivalist retreat owned by 
the Church Universal and Triumphant, a Theosophical cult 
also called "The Great White Brotherhood." In Texas, this 

cult is connected to Houston A. K. Rice psychiatrists, Drs. 

Cambor, Ramirez, and Belz. 

July 19, Austin, Texas. "Loner drifter" Walter Joseph 

Sauder from Portland, Oregon, who was brought by police 
to the University of Oregon Hospital Crisis Center for a 

suicide attempt in May, takes KVUE-TV employees hostage 
at gun-point and forces them to read a survivalist message 

over the air. 
July 19, San Francisco, California. Robert Carlson, a.k.a. 

Robert Caldwell, from Arcata, California, reportedly a left
wing environmentalist, is arrested by Secret Service agents 
during the Democratic Convention for carrying a loaded pis
tol outside the St. Francis Hotel at the time presidential can
didate Lyndon H. LaRouche has scheduled a press confer

ence. Carlson is reported to have worked with the Livermore 

Action Committee and Diablo Canyon Coalition, both run 
by Miriam Simos, a leader of the Wicca witchcraft cult. 

July 22, San Jose, California. Patrons of a local pizza 
parlor are massacred. 

July 24, Hot Springs, Arkansas. Wayne Lee Crosley 

"snaps" when given a traffic ticket, shoots and wounds police 
officer Wayne Warwick, then enters a bar, kills four patrons 

and wounds a fifth. 
The week of July 16, the Soviets' Tass news agency 

released a statement charging that the Huberty massacre was 
characteristic of American life, and vindicated the Russians' 

withdrawal from the Olympics. In fact, the Russians have a 
direct connection to these atrocities. 

The highest levels of the U.S. cult-creation apparatus, 
Dr. Warren Bennis's and Michael Murphy's Esalen Institute 
in Carmel, California, and the Stanford Research Institute 
(SRI) in Palo Alto, California, interface KGB operations 

originating in the Soviet Academies of Science in Novosi

birsk, Moscow, Leningrad, and Sofia, Bulgaria, involving 

the International Psychotronic Society. Esalen has had "ex
change programs" with the Soviet institutions, involving "be
havior modification" or brainwashing programs which cre
ated many of these cults. Many psychiatrists participated in 

this relationship over the years. Since these networks are 
deeply embedded in most law-enforcement organizations, in 
the form of "behavorial sciences;" forensic advisory units, 
and "sociologists" evaluating these incidents, law enforce
ment combatting "blind terrorism" is itself badly contami

nated and blinded. 
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